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Bad Moon Rising - Hank Bordowitz 2007
Rightly called the saddest story in rock 'n' roll history, this Creedence biography--newly updated with
stories from band members, producers, business associates, close friends, and families--recounts the tragic
and triumphant tale of one of America's most beloved bands. Hailed as the great American rock band from
1968 to 1971, Creedence Clearwater Revival captured the imaginations of a generation with classic hits
like "Proud Mary," "Down on the Corner," "Green River," "Born on the Bayou," and "Who'll Stop the Rain."
Mounting tensions among bandmates over vibrant guitarist and lead vocalist John Fogerty's creative
control led to the band's demise. Tracing the lives of four musicians who redefined an American roots-rock
sound with unequaled passion and power, this music biography exposes the bitter end and abandoned
talent of a band left crippled by debt and dissension.
Of Tribes and Tribulations - James E. Odenkirk 2015-05-29
Over their first four decades in the American League, the Cleveland Indians were known more for great
players than consistently great play. Its rosters filled with all-time greats like Cy Young, Nap Lajoie, Elmer
Flick, Tris Speaker, and the ill-fated Addie Joss and Ray Chapman, Cleveland often found itself in the thick
of the race but, with 1920 the lone exception, seemed always to finish a game or two back in the final
standings. In the 10 years that followed the end of World War II, however, the franchise turned the corner.
Led by owner (and world-class showman) Bill Veeck, the boy-manager Lou Boudreau, ace Bob Feller, and
the barrier-busting Larry Doby, Cleveland charged up the standings, finishing in the first division every
season but one and winning it all in 1948. This meticulously researched history covers the Indians' first six
decades, from their minor league origins at the end of the 19th century to the dismantling of the 1954
World Series club. It is a story of unforgettable players, frustrated hopes, and two glorious victories that fed
a city's unwavering devotion to its team.
A Companion to Science Fiction - David Seed 2008-06-09
A Companion to Science Fiction assembles essays by an international range of scholars which discuss the
contexts, themes and methods used by science fiction writers. This Companion conveys the scale and
variety of science fiction. Shows how science fiction has been used as a means of debating cultural issues.
Essays by an international range of scholars discuss the contexts, themes and methods used by science
fiction writers. Addresses general topics, such as the history and origins of the genre, its engagement with
science and gender, and national variations of science fiction around the English-speaking world. Maps out
connections between science fiction, television, the cinema, virtual reality technology, and other aspects of
the culture. Includes a section focusing on major figures, such as H.G. Wells, Arthur C. Clarke, and Ursula
Le Guin. Offers close readings of particular novels, from Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein to Margaret Atwood’s
The Handmaid’s Tale.
The Final Buzzer - Christopher C. Russell 2000
An account of a college basketball player who plays for the love of the game. It follows his years playing
ball away from he glare of big-time, high pressure sports and lets us see players who play because they
must.
The William Hoy Story - Nancy Churnin 2016-03-01
Winner - 2017 Storytelling World Resource Award Honor Book Finalist - 2017 North Texas Book Festival
Best Children's Books All William Ellsworth Hoy wanted to do was play baseball. After losing out on a spot
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on the local deaf team, William practiced even harder—eventually earning a position on a professional
team. But his struggle was far from over. In addition to the prejudice Hoy faced, he could not hear the
umpires' calls. One day he asked the umpire to use hand signals: strike, ball, out. That day he not only got
on base but also changed the way the game was played forever. William "Dummy" Hoy became one of the
greatest and most beloved players of his time! The William Hoy Story is also on several book lists: 2016
New York Public Library Best Books for Kids 2017 Texas 2x2 Reading List 2017 Texas Topaz Nonfiction
Reading List 2017 Best Children's Books of the Year, Bank Street College 2017-2018 Charter Oak
Children's Book Award List (Connecticut) 2017-2018 Kennebec Valley Book Award List 2018 Illinois
Monarch Award Master List 2018-2019 Louisiana Young Readers' Choice List
A Writer's Life - James M. Shevis 2002-09
A Writer's Life: More Ups Than Downs is sure to attract large numbers of readers for its description of a
career in the making and for the author's frankness in surmounting obstacles. Jim Shevis has had his ups
and downs, there's no question of that. But he's always managed to get up one more time than he's fallen
down. This is a seasoned journalist who traveled to Russia and Kazakhstan with former Vice President
Gore, chinned with Norman Schwarzkopf, written speeches for Geraldine Ferraro, and covered
Washington's power centers, including Congress, the Pentagon and, on occasion, the White House. Along
the way, Shevis pursued a fascinating hobby - collecting autographs of some 100 newsmakers and
celebrities he's met or written about. The collection includes the signatures of John F. Kennedy, Robert
Frost, John Kenneth Galbraith, Martin Luther King, Jr., and Colin Powell, among others. While he has had
an exciting career, the author has had some dark moments in life too - many brought on by his father's
drinking as well as his own. A Writer's Life is a light, easy-to-read, topical work written in the lean style of a
journalist.
Katharine Whitney Curtis - Jordan Whitney-Wei 2020-01-17
How do you invent an Olympic sport? For Katharine Whitney Curtis, it took the right idea, great talent,
some good timing, and the determination to make it happen. The originator of synchronized swimming as
we know it today, she even wrote the first book on the subject in 1936. But there was much more to her life
and career. After the start of World War II, Curtis became a recreational director in the American Red
Cross and followed the troops wherever the course of war took them, serving under Generals Patton and
Eisenhower, before becoming a director of travel for the U.S. Army in Europe during the Cold War.
Unbound by fear or the narrow expectations of society, this was a woman who lived ahead of her time,
making things happen along the way. As her first biography, this book generously features Curtis's own
words, selected from more than 2,000 pages of letters, and contextualized by her surviving friends and
family members.
Major League Rebels - Robert Elias 2022-04-13
This book tells the fascinating stories of the baseball rebels who were influenced by, and in turn influenced,
America’s political and social protest movements throughout history—including battles over labor, antitrust, corporate power, immigration, and America’s wars and military interventions worldwide.
Baseball in Baltimore - Tom Flynn 2008
Few cities can boast as rich a baseball history as Baltimore. With longtime entries in the majors, minors,
and Negro Leagues, the city's core of faithful fans have seldom lacked a team to root for. They revel in the
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feats of their stars (Keeler, Ruth, Palmer, Ripken) and just as ardently support the endless line of everyday
players who often determine the teams' fates. Minor leaguers such as Merwin Jacobson, Howie Moss, and
Jack Ogden had little impact in the major leagues but will be remembered forever for what they did for
Baltimore.
A Reluctant Icon - James R. Hansen 2020-05-15
Artfully curated by James R. Hansen, A Reluctant Icon: Letters to Neil Armstrong is a companion volume to
Dear Neil Armstrong: Letters to the First Man from All Mankind, collecting hundreds more letters
Armstrong received after first stepping on the moon until his death in 2012. Providing context and
commentary, Hansen has assembled the letters by the following themes: religion and belief; anger,
disappointment, and disillusionment; quacks, conspiracy theorists, and ufologists; fellow astronauts and the
world of flight; the corporate world; celebrities, stars, and notables; and last messages. Taken together,
both collections provide fascinating insights into the world of an iconic hero who took that first giant leap
onto lunar soil willingly and thereby stepped into the public eye with reluctance. Space enthusiasts,
historians, and lovers of all things related to flight will not want to miss this book.
Vibrant Learning - Debra K. Wellman 2018-07-27
Vibrant Learning focuses on creating language-rich and literacy-based classrooms where discourse,
explaining and justifying, is the norm in all of the content areas.
CQ - 2001

manager Sparky Anderson, the man who taught him not only the nuances of baseball, but the importance of
life's unwritten rules. Few sports figures, regardless of their position, have generated as much good will as
Sparky Anderson, the legendary manager for the Cincinnati Reds and the Detroit Tigers. Sparky met author
Dan Ewald, in 1979, and thus was born a lifelong friendship not likely ever to be seen again in baseball.
Along the way, Dan never took for granted the front row seat he had to watch one of history's most
memorable managers' absolute mastery of baseball's nuances and intricacies. But the most important
things Sparky taught Dan were the "unwritten rules" of life, which he practiced meticulously. To Sparky, a
real professional was as great away from the diamond as he was on it. His goal was for his players to be the
best husbands, fathers, and community leaders they could be—he believed that was the mark of a winner,
not the box score. Sparky had a gift for taking something as inane as the infield fly rule and turning it into a
lecture on how to lead a more meaningful life. In 2010, the old friends had planned a get-together before
the end of the year. But Sparky's health was taking a turn for the worse, so Dan arranged a three-day visit
as quickly as he could. During their last days together, the friends recalled the memories of a lifetime as
each prepared silently for their final good-bye. When that weekend came to a close, Dan had grown to
appreciate Sparky more than he ever thought he could. In this heartfelt memoir, Dan imparts to readers his
best friend's spirit through his unforgettable life lessons and stories only the two of them shared. "Like a
wizard, Sparky Anderson was white-haired and wise, and sitting with him was like visiting with an oracle.
Dan Ewald, who spent more time with Sparky than any of us, beautifully captures the magic of Sparky's wit,
humor, and humanity in these pages. All baseball fans should read it." -- Mitch Albom, New York Times
bestselling author of Tuesdays with Morrie and Have a Little Faith "No one understood Sparky better than
Dan Ewald. Managing people in a scope far broader than a pennant race is a rare quality, and Sparky
understood people, their insecurities, their motivations. This is a great read, a great understanding of the
humanity of playing baseball." –Peter Gammons, MLB Network "For decades, it seemed like everyone in
baseball knew Sparky Anderson, and almost all of us considered him a friend. But few knew him as Dan
Ewald did. Here, Dan provides a unique look at an endearing man who led a significant life both in and out
of the game." –Bob Costas
Must Write - Christl Verduyn 2009-08-03
Long before she became the renowned author of the best-selling Schmecks cookbooks, an award-winning
journalist for magazines such as Macleans, and a creative non-fiction mentor, Edna Staebler was a writer of
a different sort. Staebler began serious diary writing at the age of sixteen and continued to write for over
eighty years. Must Write: Edna Staebler’s Diaries draws from these diaries selections that map Staebler’s
construction of herself as a writer and documents her frustrations and struggles, along with her desire to
express herself, in writing. She felt she must write—that not to write was a “denial of life”—while at the
same time she doubted the value of her scribblings. Spanning much of the twentieth century—each decade
is introduced by an overview of key events in the author’s life during that period—the diaries vividly
illuminate both her intensely personal experiences and her broader social world. The volume also presents
four key examples of Staebler’s public writing: her first published magazine article; her first award-winning
publication; the opening chapter of her book Cape Breton Harbour; and her lively account of the Great
Cookie War. Must Write: Edna Staebler’s Diaries portrays an ordinary woman’s struggle to write in the
context of her lived experience. “All my life I have talked about writing and kept scribbling in my notebook,
as if that makes me a writer,” wrote Staebler in 1986. This volume argues that the very act of writing the
diaries, with all their contradictory accounts of writerly ambition, success, and conflict, made Staebler the
writer she yearned to be.
Index to Black Periodicals 2002 - Cengage Gale 2003-08
This classic, one-volume reference work now indexes more than 35 journals, both popular and scholarly,
representing the rich culture and current history of African Americans. Among the topics treated in each
edition of the annual Index are gender issues, literature, education, businesss, discrimination, health care,
and the arts. Interviews, obituaries and book and drama reviews are also included. The Index is
international in scope, including African countries and regions, but its emphasis is on the extraordinary
diversity of the African American experience.
Marvel Masterworks - Bill Mantlo 2017-09-06

Water Polo the Y's Way - Chuck Hines 2008-06-20
Chuck Hines enjoyed a 40-year career with the YMCA, during which he was a strong advocate of the
Olympic sport of water polo. He was a three-time All-America player, and he coached teams at three YMCAs
that won national championships. His teams all started out at the beginning level, in small pools and with
insufficient equipment, and fought their way to the top. This book is the story of those teams and their rags
to riches achievements.
All In God's Glory - Curtis Cliff "Chip" Kell 2014-05
This book takes you on a life long journey from being adopted by two loving people to the College Football
Hall Of Fame. Along the way you will read adout all the trials and tribulations of a record setting athlete
trying to make life defining decisions plus having to deal with a premature, unexpected, unprepared, career
ending injury.
The Hawaiian Steel Guitar and Its Great Hawaiian Musicians - Lorene Ruymar 1996
(Fretted). The term "steel guitar" can refer to instruments with multiple tunings, 6 to 14 strings, and even
multiple fretboards. To add even more confusion, the term "Hawaiian guitar" refers to an instrument played
flat on the lap with a steel bar outside of Hawaii, but in Hawaii, it is the early term for the slack key guitar.
Lorene Ruymar clears up the confusion in her new book that takes a look at Hawaiian music; the origin of
the steel guitar and its spread throughout the world; Hawaiian playing styles, techniques and tunings; and
more. Includes hundreds of photos, a foreword by Jerry Byrd, and a bibliography and suggested reading
list.
Arky - Frank Garland 2020-07-23
Bursting onto the scene as a 20-year-old rookie, Arky Vaughan quickly established himself as the next great
Pittsburgh Pirates shortstop. In 1935 his .385 batting average eclipsed even that of the immortal Honus
Wagner, who was a steadying influence for Vaughan during his 10 seasons with the Pirates. Vaughan never
hit under .300 with Pittsburgh and his versatility later made him an asset to the Brooklyn Dodgers. One of
the quietest men in baseball, the nine-time All-Star eschewed the limelight but received plenty of attention
for his on-field performance, for his one-man mutiny against Brooklyn manager Leo Durocher, and for
walking away from the game to take care of his family and his beloved ranch during World War II. Drawing
on dozens of articles, personal writings, recorded interviews and his daughter's unpublished biography, this
book covers the life and career of an often overlooked Hall of Famer who died in a tragic boating accident
at age 40.
Sparky and Me - Dan Ewald 2012-05-08
In the tradition of Tuesdays With Morrie, Dan Ewald pens a memoir of his friendship with legendary Tigers
writing-hall-of-fame-induction-letter
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Marvels bulletproof man is back! The Marvel Masterworks proudly present the evolution of Luke Cage,
Hero for Hire, into his new identity: Power Man! Its a series of iconic Cage classics featuring the debut of
Cottonmouth, Cages evolving relationship with Claire Temple and action galore! Cage goes toe-to-toe with
Iron Man, battles the villainous Power Man for the right to the name, and hits the road to uncover the
secrets of Security City. Also featuring the first appearances of Bill Foster as Giant-Man and the one and
only Piranha Jones! With stories and art by comic-book greats  Wein, Isabella, McGregor, Tuska, Wilson,
Prez and more  these are the stories that defined the Marvel and Netflix icon for an entire generation of
fans! Collecting POWER MAN #17-31.
Read - Write - Respond Using Historic Events - Dianna Buck 2007-01-11

Baseball Hall of Fame Autographs - Ron Keurajian 2018-09-28
Richly illustrated with nearly 1,000 examples of both autographs and forgeries, this new and expanded
edition includes signature studies of all Hall of Famers from the 19th century to the present. Collectors can
compare signatures to the examples to determine the genuineness of autographs. Shoeless Joe and the rest
of the Black Sox are explored in depth, along with Roger Maris, Gil Hodges and the top 50 non-Hall of Fame
autographs. A new price guide examines values of various signed mediums. A market population grid lists
rare and seldom seen signatures.
Library Partnerships with Writers and Poets - Carol Smallwood 2017-02-21
Libraries and writers have always had a close working relationship. Rapid advances in technology have not
changed the nontechnical basis of that cooperation: author talks, book signings and readings are as popular
as ever, as are workshops and festivals. This collection of 29 new essays from nearly 50 contributors from
across the United States presents a variety of projects, programs and services to help librarians establish
relationships with the literary world, promote literature to the public and foster creativity in their
communities.
The Four Home Runs Club - Steven K. Wagner 2018-09-14
In baseball, one record shines as the most coveted for batters: four home runs in a single game. Only
eighteen players have accomplished this feat, making it rarer than the perfect game. This book profiles
these batsmen, detailing their lives, the game that launched them into the four-home-run club, and their
careers after that triumphant moment.
Killed in Brazil? - Jimmy Tobin 2020-06-16
"...Tobin astutely looks at the varying possibilities that would have led to Gatti’s death. Such an approach
intelligently and respectfully piques interest in a real-life mystery that has left Gatti’s fans and family in
need of both solace and satisfactory answers."—Kirkus Reviews "[Tobin is] an intelligent writer and a
thoughtful person, tender even, who writes with authority...I know he’s invited me to a place I’d not have
accessed without him."—Bart Barry, 15rounds.com Arturo "Thunder" Gatti hung up his gloves in 2007,
closing the book on a boxing career that bordered on the mythical. At long last, he seemed ready to leave
the business of blood behind for a long, happy life outside the ring. His retirement was celebrated—boxing’s
modern gladiator had earned his freedom. Two years later, he was gone—found dead in a hotel in Brazil
under mysterious circumstances. He was only thirty-seven years old. Did he commit suicide? Or was he
killed by his new wife? In Killed in Brazil?, Jimmy Tobin recounts the dramatic events surrounding Gatti's
tragic demise and shines a light on what may have happened on that fateful night. Killed in Brazil is the
fourth in the Hamilcar Noir series. Hamilcar Noir is "Hard-Hitting True Crime" that blends boxing and true
crime, featuring riveting stories captured in high-quality prose, with cover art inspired by classic pulp
novels.
Collecting Historical Autographs - Ron Keurajian 2016-11-19
Collecting autographs is a time-honored avocation that has exploded in popularity in recent years, creating
a new industry with millions of autographed items for sale online. Coveted signatures include those of
United States presidents, Civil War officers, World War II heroes, classical music composers and baseball
stars. It has been estimated that 90 percent of historical autographs on the market today are forgeries. This
book is a definitive guide to signature authentication for experts and beginners alike. Numerous
illustrations of both genuine and forged signatures are included, from Ty Cobb to Abraham Lincoln to Isaac
Newton to Neil Armstrong. Detailed descriptions of common forgeries are given, enabling collectors to
make direct comparisons.
American Motorcyclist - 1999-10
American Motorcyclist magazine, the official journal of the American Motorcyclist Associaton, tells the
stories of the people who make motorcycling the sport that it is. It's available monthly to AMA members.
Become a part of the largest, most diverse and most enthusiastic group of riders in the country by visiting
our website or calling 800-AMA-JOIN.
A Hall of Fame for Unknown Writers - S. P. Areham 2015-12-15
After thirty-six years as book-editor in New York, Robin retires and moves back to her girlhood home in
Oberlin, Ohio. She takes with her copies of items she had kept in a special file. The items had come not

Alexander Cartwright - Monica Nucciarone 2009-06-01
Alexander Joy Cartwright Jr. (1820?92) was present during the organization of the Knickerbocker Base Ball
Club of New York in the mid-1800s. That much is certain. Since that time, and especially with his induction
into the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1938, Cartwright has been celebrated as the founder of our national
pastime, much like Abner Doubleday. As with Doubleday, Cartwright?s claim to fame has caused all sorts of
conjecture and controversy. His complex life, not just the mythography surrounding him, comes clearly into
focus in Monica Nucciarone?s biography of the incomparable Cartwright. ø Through journal entries, letters,
and newspaper clippings, Nucciarone traces Cartwright?s path from Elysian Fields in New Jersey to a goldrush adventure in California, and on to Honolulu, where he became involved in the movement to annex
Hawaii to the United States. Beginning with the widely held notion that Cartwright created the game of
baseball as we know it today, then spread it across North America to Hawaii like a Johnny Appleseed,
Nucciarone?s book separates fact from speculation. Although the picture that emerges may not be the
Alexander Cartwright of legend, it shows us a man as colorful, complicated, and immense in character?and
as worthy of the history books?as any legend he inspired.
Written in Blue and White - Greg Oliver 2014-10-01
Hockey history like you've never seen it before. Who knew that paperwork could be so fascinating? In
Written in Blue and White, author Greg Oliver explores the fascinating archives of Allan Stitt, one of
hockey's leading collectors, unearthing gem after gem that details the history of the Toronto Maple Leafs
through the past century. Explore early contracts with players, and how the clauses evolved; read personal
correspondence from Leaf players and management; find out what was behind Wally Stanowski's 1945 fine
for $100; see receipts from the 1935 Stanley Cup playoffs - and learn just how much oranges cost. Since
documents can't talk, Oliver seeks out the men behind the words, like former general managers Jim
Gregory, Gerry McNamara, and Floyd Smith; players such as Ron Ellis, Dick Duff, and Darryl Sittler; and
key behind-the-scenes people like trainers, agents, reporters, and publicists.
A Banner Handbook for Homeschoolers - Elinor Miller 2009-09
Intuitive and constructive ideas for educating children, whether or not one is homeschooling.
Bulletin - 1982
Willie Mays - James S. Hirsch 2010-04-03
The “enormously entertaining and wide-ranging” (Seattle Times) authorized, definitive, New York Times
bestselling biography of Willie Mays, the most complete baseball player of all time. Willie Mays is arguably
the greatest player in baseball history, still revered for the passion he brought to the game. He began as a
teenager in the Negro Leagues, became a cult hero in New York, and was the headliner in Major League
Baseball’s bold expansion to California. He was a blend of power, speed, and stylistic bravado that
enraptured fans for more than two decades. Now James Hirsch reveals the man behind the player. Mays
was a transcendent figure who received standing ovations in enemy stadiums and who, during the turbulent
civil rights era, urged understanding and reconciliation. More than his records, his legacy is defined by the
pure joy that he brought to fans and the loving memories that have been passed to future generations so
they might know the magic and beauty of the game. With meticulous research and drawing on interviews
with Mays himself as well as with close friends, family, and teammates, Hirsch presents a brilliant portrait
of one of America’s most significant cultural icons.
writing-hall-of-fame-induction-letter
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centuries. While Mark Twain (Samuel Clemens), who got his start at Virginia City’s Territorial Enterprise,
and Dan De Quille (William Wright), who some felt was a better writer than Twain, are the best known
members of the Sagebrush School of Writers, author Richard Moreno includes others such as Fred Hart,
who reported on the activities of a fake social club for Austin’s Reese River Reveille, and William Forbes,
who enjoyed sprinkling clever puns with political undertones in his news columns. Moreno traces the
beginnings of genuine fake news from founding father Benjamin Franklin’s reporting to the fake news
articles of New York and Baltimore papers in the early 1800s. But these examples are only a prelude to the
amazing accounts of petrified men, freeze-inducing solar armor, blood-curdling massacres, and other
nonsense stories that appeared in Nevada’s frontier newspapers and beyond.
Sentence.: A Period-to-Period Guide to Building Better Readers and Writers - Geraldine Woods 2021-03-16
Sometimes it’s better to start small, with a sentence. Every English teacher has experienced it: students
staring at an empty page, seemingly paralyzed by a writing assignment. When this happens, it may be time
to back off from the Big Idea approach to the art of reading and writing, and zero in on a single sentence. In
this book, a master teacher offers a complete guide to a sentence-level approach. Helping students
recognize the techniques that make sentences great is the first step, and there are plenty of examples here
from YA novels, TV shows, and song lyrics as well as the novels, poetry, and nonfiction pieces that form the
canon of middle and high school reading lists. Lesson plans include activities to introduce the featured
element of style; questions to guide students in their analysis; and writing prompts and activities to spark
students’ interest and creativity. With this Little-to-Big strategy, students move quickly from analysis of the
words between two periods to the universe of ideas of which that sentence is a part. They may even be
eager to write their own
Panama City Memories - Jd Weeks 2011-08-01
Memories of Panama City, Florida by residents, business owners, vacationers, spring breakers, bands that
played there, and beach lovers in general.
A Banner Education for Teachers - Elinor Miller 2008-03
Elinor Miller, a long-time classroom teacher and curriculum specialist, provides her insights into educating
students with diverse backgrounds and learning abilities. This book, a sequel to A Banner Experience,
describes her educational experiences before she moved to Frederick, MD, and explains why and how she
established The Banner School there in 1982. Elinor is a teacher's teacher for sure! Not only does she
understand the many obligations teachers have, she is also a grammarian of the first order, providing
detailed direction on this subject. Her understanding of the benefits of challenging students to master
difficult work and memorize poetry will motivate many teachers. Her award-winning methods and high
level of experience with organizing interdisciplinary science and social studies topics will encourage others
to immerse their students in any of ten science topics and sixteen cultures of both the Old and New World.
This book is worth more than its price just for its extensive resources, including Word Web Vocabulary(R),
101 Ways to Attack a Writing Assignment(c) and CommuniCards(c), the latter a must for every classroom as
it pinpoints the confusion many students exhibit with specific mathematical and language concepts.
The Call to the Hall - Kevin Warneke 2018-01-13
The names on the cast-bronze plaques hanging in the National Baseball Hall of Fame embody the history
and drama of the sport—they are the royalty of baseball. Yet many inductees believed their entry into the
Hall was anything but guaranteed, and even some who waited by the phone for the fateful “call to the Hall”
were stunned to hear the news. Reactions to the call varied from stoicism to overwhelming emotion, but for
most of the 31 inductees interviewed in this book, it was a moment of reflection and gratitude. In other
cases, the call came years too late and family members received the posthumous honor.

from literary agents but directly from writers, reflecting their quirky, original, creative, passionate, ironic,
even bizarre voices. All the items enlighten and entertain. A Hall of Fame for Unknown Writers is Robin’s
story as she reproduces the comic items and nominates them for induction into America’s first (and only)
hall of fame for unknown writers, where the motto reads: “We’re in Kansas forevermore.” “For thirty-six
years, I was an editor at a family-owned (now part of a bulky conglomerate) book-publishing house in New
York. In retirement, I thought it might be enjoyable to write not the Great American Novel (my authors are
trying to do that) but the Fun American Novel. Over the years, I had accumulated all sorts of material that I
could weave into the novel: material that came to me directly from the country’s most unforgettable
unknown writers and professors.” –Robin
Floyd Little's Tales from the Broncos Sideline - Floyd Little 2006
Before John Elway, the Denver Broncos' "Franchise" was a tightly wound, 5-foot-10 bowlegged superstar
named Floyd Little. Despite his lack of size, Floyd zigzagged his way to a legendary career-first at Syracuse
wearing the famed No. 44 jersey shared by Jim Brown and Ernie Davis, then with the Broncos, piling up
Hall of Fame-worthy numbers to finish his career as the NFL's seventh all-time rusher. Through it all, Floyd
showed naysayers the only true measure of a man is the size of his pounding heart. His incredible impact
during the late '60s and early-to-mid-'70s saved the franchise from relocation and helped the Broncos
become the marquee organization it is today.Buckle your chinstrap, double-tie your shoes, and down a
"half-glass of fresh blood" as Floyd Little takes you on a wild ride through his racially charged All-America
days in the '60s to his Pro Bowl career with the struggling, resilient Broncos. You'll experience the wrath of
Coach Lou Saban's "pink-slip" ways, the humor behind Coach John Ralston's "Dale Carnegie" pregame
speeches, and the on- and off-the-field shenanigans of Floyd and his teammates, including Lyle Alzado, Billy
Thompson, Tom Jackson, and Cookie Gilchrist. Plus, Floyd enlightens us with tales of famous foes like Dick
Butkus, Gale Sayers, Willie Lanier, Hank Stram, John Madden, and those hated Raiders.Broncos fans will
revel in these humorous, behind-the-scenes stories that take the reader back to a time when the NFL was
about football and friendships, not million-dollar contracts and end-zone dances.
Phog - Scott Morrow Johnson 2019-11-01
Remembered in name but underappreciated in legacy, Forrest “Phog” Allen arguably influenced the game
of basketball more than anyone else. In the first half of the twentieth century, Allen took basketball from a
gentlemanly, indoor recreational pastime to the competitive game that would become a worldwide sport.
Succeeding James Naismith as the University of Kansas’s basketball coach in 1907, Allen led the Jayhawks
for thirty-nine seasons and holds the record for most wins at that school, with 590. He also helped create
the NCAA tournament and brought basketball to the Olympics. Allen changed the way the game is played,
coached, marketed, and presented. Scott Morrow Johnson reveals Allen as a master recruiter, a
transformative coach, and a visionary basketball mind. Adolph Rupp, Dean Smith, Wilt Chamberlain, and
many others benefited from Allen’s knowledge of and passion for the game. But Johnson also delves into
Allen’s occasionally tumultuous relationships with Naismith, the NCAA, and University of Kansas
administrators. Phog: The Most Influential Man in Basketball chronicles this complex man’s life, telling for
the first time the full story of the man whose name is synonymous with Kansas basketball and with the
game itself.
Frontier Fake News - Richard Moreno 2023-03-07
When readers see the names Mark Twain or Dan De Quille, fake news may not be the first thing that comes
to mind. But these legendary journalists were some of the original fake news writers in Nevada’s early
years. Frontier Fake News puts a spotlight on the hoaxes, feuds, pranks, outright lies, and other literary
devices utilized by a number of the Silver State’s frontier newsmen during the mid-19th and early 20th
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